Name: _________________________________

Spelling Words
List E-26: Words With Double Letters
Spelling Words

Review

juggle

finally

strawberries

agonize

accidentally

recommend

bookkeeper

seized

galloping

embarrass

flatter

whimsical

intelligent

broccoli

tissue

savvy

current

traffic

zucchini

valley

happily

collections

questionnaire

business

mattress

Challenge

Answer the following questions about your spelling words.
1.

Which sound, hard-c or soft-c, do you hear in the word broccoli?

______________________

2.

Which spelling word has three consecutive pairs of double letters?

______________________

3.

Identify whether the spelling word happily is an adjective, adverb,
noun, or verb.

______________________

4.

Name the spelling word that is a plural compound word.

______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition.
5.

vehicles moving on a road

_________________________

6.

disposable piece of thin paper for cleaning skin

_________________________

7.

something done not on purpose

_________________________

8.

to cause a person to become self-conscious

_________________________

Identify the spelling word that is an antonym for each pair of words.
9.

insult; offend

_____________________

10.

past; obsolete

_____________________

11.

misinformed; ignorant

_____________________

12.

oppose; discourage

_____________________
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Name: _________________________________

List E-26: Words With Double Letters

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.
savvy

mattress

juggle

finally

collections

valley

galloping

business

13.

Once a month, the local church organizes clothing _____________________ for the poor.

14.

Christopher's dad has been teaching him how to _____________________ tennis balls.

15.

Little clouds of dust arose each time the _____________________ horse pounded the ground
with its hooves.

16.

Savannah was _____________________ tall enough to ride on the roller coaster.

17.

It's time to get a new _____________________ for Carson, since his is too small to sleep on.

18.

Jay is very technologically _____________________, and he loves to work with computers.

19.

Jenna dreams of starting her own pet grooming _____________________ someday.

20.

The view of the _____________________ below from the top of the mountain was stunning.

Answer the questions.
21.

Identify the review word that is a past-tense verb.

___________________________

22.

Identify the review word that is an adjective.

___________________________

23.

Which review word is a present-tense verb?

___________________________

24.

Name the challenge word that contains the /kw/ sound.

___________________________

25.

Which challenge word contains the /k/ sound?

___________________________
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ANSWER KEY
Spelling Words
List E-26: Words With Double Letters
Spelling Words

Review

juggle

finally

strawberries

agonize

accidentally

recommend

bookkeeper

seized

galloping

embarrass

flatter

whimsical

intelligent

broccoli

tissue

savvy

current

traffic

zucchini

valley

happily

collections

questionnaire

business

mattress

Challenge

Answer the following questions about your spelling words.
1.

Which sound, hard-c or soft-c, do you hear in the word broccoli?

hard-c sound

2.

Which spelling word has three consecutive pairs of double letters?

bookkeeper

3.

Identify whether the spelling word happily is an adjective, adverb,
noun, or verb.

adverb

4.

Name the spelling word that is a plural compound word.

strawberries

Write a spelling word for each definition.
5.

vehicles moving on a road

traffic

6.

disposable piece of thin paper for cleaning skin

tissue

7.

something done not on purpose

accidentally

8.

to cause a person to become self-conscious

embarrass

Identify the spelling word that is an antonym for each pair of words.
9.

insult; offend

flatter

10.

past; obsolete

current

11.

misinformed; ignorant

intelligent

12.

oppose; discourage

recommend
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Name: _________________________________

List E-26: Words With Double Letters

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.
savvy

mattress

juggle

finally

collections

valley

galloping

business

13.

Once a month, the local church organizes clothing collections for the poor.

14.

Christopher's dad has been teaching him how to juggle tennis balls.

15.

Little clouds of dust arose each time the galloping horse pounded the ground
with its hooves.

16.

Savannah was finally tall enough to ride on the roller coaster.

17.

It's time to get a new mattress for Carson, since his is too small to sleep on.

18.

Jay is very technologically savvy, and he loves to work with computers.

19.

Jenna dreams of starting her own pet grooming business someday.

20.

The view of the valley from the top of the mountain was stunning.

Answer the questions.
21.

Identify the review word that is a past-tense verb.

seized

22.

Identify the review word that is an adjective.

whimsical

23.

Which review word is a present-tense verb?

agonize

24.

Name the challenge word that contains the /kw/ sound.

questionnaire

25.

Which challenge word contains the /k/ sound?

zucchini
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